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Presentation Notes
We want to know how cells respond to stressMy model organism: Unicellular Green AlgaePlant/Animal model organismWell developed genetics Given these tools, good system to study metabolic regulation using BINF/genomic analysis. In order to test this our chlamy cells were stressed for phosphatePhosphate is an essential element, involved in nucleic acids, ATP, phospholipids, nearly all classes of molecules The cells  were either phosphate replete meaning with phosphate or phosphate deplete meaning withoutOur DiffExp genes are connected to molecular pathways to give an understanding of how cells are responding to stressUltimately we can determine what pathways respond in cells that are affected by phosphate stress.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clear example of gene that’s off when phosphate is present and turned on in absence of phosphateAfter we map the reads using Bowtie, we also upload these results to a genome browser so we can visualize our mapping results, particularly for differentially expressed genes.The black boxes represent the exons in the gene, the spaces in between represent introns, and the longer, thinner black boxes are the UTRs – un-translated regions.Explain exon is coding, intron non-coding, splicedHere is an example of what the mapping results could look like for a differentially expressed gene.This shot is comparing a phosphate replete cell to a phosphate deplete cell that shows significant differential expression. As we can see there were no reads that mapped to these gene in phosphate replete condition, but lots of reads mapped to it when the cell lacked phosphate.Cuffdiff and DESeq will look at overall expression for two different conditions, determine differential expression using statistical parameters
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